TIME FOR CHANGE
Dear Friends,

ner. This, of course, is at the heart of our walk
through life with Jesus. Repentance is turning
from something harmful and turning towards
Him for something life-giving and fulfilling. He
is the most wonderful agent of change there is!
Life from death, hope from despair, peace
from conflict. This is His promised policy on
our lives with Him. He works with us to bring
the personal change that moves us more fully
into the life that really is life. On an individual
basis, this, we know, has its challenges. It
takes faith in His grace to let go of fear rooted
in self-condemnation or guilt; to trust that His
ways of grace and forgiveness are underpinned by His divine love requires us to let
down our own barriers of self-protection and
self-reliance. In other words, we fear we have
something to lose even though what we may
be clinging on to is holding us back from
something more wonderful in Him; after all,
we’ve survived this long haven’t we! Better the
devil you know…? But it really isn’t!

How do we deal with change? Are we good at
it? Does it cause us anxiety and stress? Or
does it fill us with a sense of excitement that
something new may be coming along?
Well, I suppose it depends on the change..
Three prime ministers in as many months
tends to feel a little… directionless - as well as
costing everyone a fortune; An invasion by an
aggressive foreign power can hardly be expected to lead to anything immediately hopeful!
What about our children growing up and leaving home to start their own independent lives?
There’s a change that we hope and pray will
be a good new development for them and at
the same time leaves us having to deal with a
strange kind of loss. You may remember
this…

PERSONAL CHANGE

A rabbi, a priest, and an imam are asked the
question "When does life begin?"

Personal change is not easy and takes
strength of faith and the risk of trusting in Jesus. Yet, how many of us could share our own
personal miracles when we have done this?
You’d think it would get easier with the benefit
of experience :)

The priest says: "The moment of conception."
The imam replies: "The moment of birth."
The rabbi says: "The moment the kids are
married off."

So how much more… “interesting” is collective
or community change going to be!? Towards
the end of the 20th century, the Church of
England really started to try to “turn the tanker”
of her own culture. As we know, for many and
complex reasons, less people were attending
church on Sundays and Jesus’ teaching as an
integral part of the education system was being systematically removed. Generations were
growing up without the “expected” exposure to
Christian teaching and practice. There is a rather harsh, but possibly true, saying that the
CofE only does what it should do when it has

Positive change always involves us leaving
something behind and looking forward with
hope and anticipation to what is round the cor-

(Continued on page 2)
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ark; One half of the building not only being a
great place for the church family’s time together but geared-up to be open, accessible to
everyone, flexible, available and looking outward to see who is waving to us… a life-boat,
mobilised. And the other, the chapel, the place
rooted in worship, prayer and healing… an
ark, a place of peace. In fact, looking back
now at those old debates, it seems that what
was really happening was that the church was
finding again the mission imperative which had
been lost during more “comfortable” times.
Maybe we were being encouraged only to
leave any sense of entitlement or complacency behind. So we were not being called to lose
the “rest for our souls” that Jesus gives us but
to use that gift as the basis by which we are
able to step out of our comfort zones to follow
Him as He reaches out to the world He loves.

(Continued from page 1)

to! But the change dawned nonetheless, and
the church collectively realised that she must
become more “mission-shaped”. This was the
phrase that was coined for a turning outward
towards a society and community who didn’t
really understand what Jesus’ church was all
about. The church needed to show by the welcome, openness, and the experience of Jesus
in their midst, that the truth entrusted throughout the generations was as relevant and essential to everyone today, as it has always
been.
It seems strange to think, looking back, that
there would have been any real debate - why
would there be any resistance to taking to
heart ‘The Great Commision’ and organising
and prioritising around that? But with any
change, there is always the fear of leaving
something behind. For many people the
church is first and foremost a safe place - and
quite rightly; a haven of familiarity in a stormy
sea of worldly change. The church speaks of
the One who is unchanging, constant and reliable; there when needed (and hopefully no
trouble when not!) And we do need to be a
safe space; cherish the insights into the human soul gifted through the Holy Spirit for centuries. Yet the heart of the unchanging church
is in the compassion and love that our Father
has shown through Jesus for all people.
And…

Of course, Jesus will be with us whatever we
are doing in His name and we pray that both
our worship and our hospitality will be “mission
-shaped” and inviting; but consciously choosing to use what we have to ensure that mission and ministry go hand in hand in the busy
life of the church family here is at the heart of
the work being undertaken at the moment. As
William Temple once famously said, “The
Church exists primarily for the sake of those
who are still outside it”!
So I encourage us all to pray and open our imaginations to the guidance of the Holy Spirit
into how our new and refreshed space can be
used over the months and years ahead. How
can we use this change to enliven community
life? How can we show welcome and openness to those we don’t know yet and let them
know there’s a special place here that has
something for them? And how can we make
those few steps across the hall into Chapel the
easiest and most natural steps to take? For
everyone.

How then will they call on him in whom
they have not believed? And how are they
to believe in him of whom they have never
heard? And how are they to hear without
someone preaching? And how are they to
preach unless they are sent? As it is written, “How beautiful are the feet of those
who preach the good news!” (Romans
10:14-15)
The church feels a little like a curious combination of a life-boat and an ark! LIke a life-boat
looking out to see who is waving to us and being ready and willing to get out there; and like
an ark… a place of safety against the storm.

With every blessing,
Jules.

Jesus never said it would be easy! Or straightforward. Just that he would be with us and
help us!
In a way, I wonder if the refurbished Logos
Cafe and Chapel will be like a life-boat and an
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PULSE PrayerS
Lord Jesus in today’s world of turmoil and our own personal concerns we are so grateful to you
for being in our lives You are the Light of the world and whoever follows you shall never
walk in darkness but will have the light of life., John 8.12. Your Word is a lamp to our feet
and a light to our path, Psalm 119.105.
Thank you that with our eyes fixed on you we can rise above what’s going on around us and live
in your love and joy with compassion to those around us.
Shine your light into the hearts and minds of all those sick and suffering in body, mind and spirit
and strengthen those caring. Give them a garment of praise instead of a spirit of despair. For all
working in public and social services, hospitals, in aid for refugees, homeless and victims and
perpetrators of crime, protect them and send your Holy Spirit to lighten their load on the yoke of
Jesus. For those having lost loved ones, homes, work and relationships, the lonely and poor.
Bestow on them a crown of beauty instead of ashes and the oil of joy instead of mourning.
Isaiah 61.3.
Thank you, heavenly Father, for your provision and the generous hearts. We are very excited that
the refurbishment has started and ask your hand of blessing on the workers and workmanship,
and all practicalities and furnishing needs to be provided. For this and Café Logos, Lord bring in
a new generation. Give us strength and patience as we live through the dust and the mess………
May the Holy Spirit refurbish our hearts too.
Heavenly Father we ask your protection, strength and wisdom for all our brothers and sisters
struggling and suffering in the Ukraine, Russia and round the world. Give them hope to endure
and so glorify your name.
Father of Creation The earth is yours and everything in it, Psalm 24.1 Have mercy on us for
our careless ways. We thank you for those who work to make repair, lead us to follow them.
Thank you for the beauty of Corfu and the harvest. We pray that those who live in parched, war
torn and areas of disaster to be reached in their need from the abundance of privileged places.
Lord Jesus, Great Shepherd of your sheep, we thank you for the planting of H.T.C here in Corfu,
this beautiful island. Thank you for all the good shepherds you have sent over the years, the people who have served you here and the people ministered to. Bless Jackie, Nigel and Anne, and
Ken for their participation. Thank you for the encouraging fellowship of our wider HTC family
spread all over. Lord bless them.
We pray especially for our shepherd Jules. Thank you for the encouragement he has given us
and his inspiration and vision. Bless him with your continued anointing and continue to strengthen
him physically and spiritually, protect Jules and Trish and family and make every provision.
We thank you for Pauline and Anne, our wardens, the PCC, all involved in worship, administration, practicalities, activities and welcome. Continue to bless us with your Holy Spirit in wisdom ,and joy in our fellowship and togetherness. We pray especially for Violetta and helpers as
they prepare for the Christmas production at the Lighthouse, equip them and give them confidence in the challenges. May this attract many people in and ears be open to the Christmas message.
(Continued on page 5)
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PULSE PrayerS
(Continued from page 4)

We sense we are moving into a new season and doing new things which we are excited about,
turning inside out and at the same time building on our mission and ministry. Lead us Lord by
your Spirit to use it for the community, to bind up the broken hearted and bring your love, hope
and joy to the glory of your Name. Lord bring in a new generation
We pray your wisdom and provision for The Special Needs vocational school, The work of Hellenic Red Cross, Sister Theonymphe. Sabina in Yemen and Matt and Cindy in their work. Show
us Lord ways which we can support them. We pray for young people and families struggling financially, Lord please give wisdom, peace, provision and a sense of your presence with them.
You came in Jesus to bring good news to the poor,
Sight to the blind,
freedom to the captives,
and salvation to your people:
Anoint us with your Spirit,
Rouse us to work in His name.
Father by your Spirit
Bring in your Kingdom
Amen

Isaiah 61.3
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A Return to Corfu

As I mentioned last month Mary & I visited Corfu
for a holiday at the beginning of October; our first visit since
we returned to the UK in November 2020.
We knew that the weather in October can be variable but we were still
able to swim, snorkel and
enjoy the beaches.
As we had lived in the
North of the island that’s
where we stayed but
were still able use the
hire car to visit the
church family at HTC on
both Sundays we were on
the island.
We were very privileged to
be at HTC for Harvest Festival, and had a great opportunity to catch up
with everybody after
the service when a
fantastic
Harvest
lunch was laid on. The
covid episodes may have
stopped many of the social actives
over the last couple of years but the
congregation have not lost the gift of generously providing a wonderful meal. We were also
able to spend some time catching up with Jules and
Trish. It was so good to be encouraged with their vision and
passion for the work of God in Corfu.
(Continued on page 7)
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(Continued from page 6)

Corfu still feels the
same but for us it was
also different, no longer
home but very familiar.
We went and called in on
our neighbours in the village. We were treated to
an effusive Greek welcome along
with an offer to return for a meal and a bottle of home-made tsípouro!
On the second Sunday we were able to visit Danilla village. This was built in
the 70/80’s as a replica of a typical Corfu village of the past. For
the last twenty years or so it’s been closed to the general public, but now after being sold it’s
open again. Those in the UK
will have seen it
many times as locations in the TV series
‘The Durrells’. If, like
us , you’ve not had the
chance to go there, put it
high on your list for your
next visit to Corfu.
Mark & Mary Hyder-Smith
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LOGOS CAFÉ. WORK HAS STARTED
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FRIENDLY
FOCUS

This month I had the opportunity to chat with

Lester Barker.
Hi Lester, I would like to begin by saying a very big
thank you to you for agreeing to be interviewed for the
Pulse magazine. Just to recap, this is the sixth in our series of friendly focus where I record and write up a conversation with someone from the church family. Where we find out a
little more about their life.
Could you start Lester by explaining briefly how you came to live in Corfu?
Well, it started… it must be 20 years ago. We had friends who lived out here and they had a house in Paxos. And obviously Rhona used to come out on her own and then we used to come out together for a week.
But to visit Paxos you had to get on a ferry the night before so you always ended up with a night in Corfu
town. Which was fine. But over the years my friend decided to build on Corfu, near the Kontokoli Bay hotel. So he had this house built and over the years we’ve stayed umpteen times. Then he said, “Why don’t
you move out here?” And I said, “No, no, no , no… no”. And that went on for a couple of years and then
we decided to have a go. And that’s how it all started.
What are some of the things that you particularly like and/or dislike about this place of many contrasts?
Laughs… I dislike the rubbish like most people. Bad driving is another one - which really irritates me. - I’m
not saying I’m a perfect driver. People are nice and friendly and obviously the expats here… they’re Ok!
And it’s a gentler way of living. (Trish: that’s what Jules says too)
How did you first get involved with the church family at HTC?
Now… Rhona knew the vicar going back. And he had a place in Borden and then we found out that he
was the vicar at HTC and so when we came out here I used to drive Rhona to church because she wouldn’t drive. It just escalated from there.
Lester, have you heard of Bill Nighy?
Yes.
(Continued on page 10)
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(Continued from page 9)

Has anyone ever told you that you
look like Bill Nighy?
No.. I certainly haven’t got his money!
Because when we first moved out
here our family were convinced
that you were him… and some still
are! They thought you were a
“celeb”!
Joking aside, you do so much for
the church in so many contexts
(the list is very long) and you are
clearly extremely skilled with your
hands. I have seen some of the
bespoke furniture you have made.
How did you manage to get so accomplished in so many areas?
Ohh… that’s a good question. How? Well when I first started work, it comes back to my friend who before
he moved out to Corfu before he retired used to work for Rentokill. And I was debating what to do so I
went to this job there.
He didn’t know I was going to work for him until we met at this seminar and I think we were there for a couple of months and he asked me, “What on earth are you doing here?” And I said, “ I work for you”. And
that’s how it happened. But he was the managing director. But the biggest downfall to me is knowing people in high places and having to act like we don’t know each other. And that went on for a couple of years
but unfortunately I went to an evening do and I started talking to him and my wife started talking to his
wife and it just came out that I used to work in Portsmouth. My boss found out who I knew and I got the
push.
But going back to the question, I was a carpenter anyway and you pick up a lot of things as you go along,
But the guy I used to work with was a plasterer and he used to do it, I watched and that’s how I learnt to do
that. And of course I saw somebody else and I said can you teach me how to tile… and so on. I used to do
a lot of plastering, a lot of tiling and a lot of woodworking. And that is why my knee is like it is! Too much
kneeling and obviously too much lifting ruins the back and there are a lot of builders and carpenters who
suffer from the same problems.
And… we haven’t even touched on how good you
are socially! I must honestly say that some of the
anecdotes you told me when we first moved here
and subsequently have been altogether the most
useful advice I have received. They are often imparted when we are washing up for hours in the
church kitchen or waiting for Jules and Rhona to
finish a meeting. I suppose in summary my question is… how did you get so patient!? And so
wise?! What’s your secret?
I’ve had to work on it. Rhona isn’t a great one for
rushing around. She likes talking… so, patience is a
virtue they say. Be patient if you can and sometimes I
can and so it goes on. Just accept and just carry on. I
don’t mind. It makes me laugh sometimes. I say,
“Come on Rhona, we’re late, we’ve got to be somewhere!” and she says that she will be ten minutes but
it will be half an hour later. Guaranteed!
(Continued on page 11)
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On a different note, I have to ask everyone how they fared during the pandemic?
So I just wanted to ask you, how did you
cope during the lockdowns here and can
you share a bit about how the whole
covid situation made you feel?
I think you can’t do anything about it so you
just have to accept the fact and get on with
it. For me personally, in some ways I quite
enjoyed it because I managed to get a lot of
work done. My neighbours were around for
talking and we used to have coffee and things. So there’s not a lot you can do. I know people were suffering with their mental health; people who live in flats and small houses and haven’t got much to do but the
only way you can do it is accept it and get on with it. In some ways there was no hassle. You didn’t
have to go somewhere or be somewhere and going to the supermarket at the time was like going out. Noone ever got dressed up during those times so going shopping was a novelty.
You have to accept it - there’s no sense losing it. If you lose it you’ll get upset and there’s no point… you
just have to get on and do what you can in a difficult situation.
We’re lucky out here because most people have got a fair amount of garden so if you have the garden you
can do the garden or painting. The police turned a blind eye to the paint shop opening up round the back
so that people could get on with doing things. That made me chuckle.
When are you at your happiest? What do you enjoy doing or feel at peace with?
Over the last 48 years all I’ve done is work. When Rhona and I got together we bought a house and I
thought, “What have we done?!” The house was a disaster. The only good thing about it was the roof. That
was it. We had to do it up and we had two kids and they used to get dressed by the front door because
everywhere was dirty because we were knocking things down. After seven years, we finished the house
and I thought, well maybe we should move - which we did and we bought another house and stripped it
and gutted it and rebuilt it. When I look back, I was working stupid hours sometimes but I used to come
home and go and lay a couple of bricks but at least I did something every evening . At the weekend, I used
to fly in through the front door and grab a coffee and then straight outside. (Trish: a really strong work ethic
within you?) O yes, very strong.
You have to step out of your comfort zone and I’ve done that umpteen times in the building industry and
it’s worked and learn from other people. One guy said to me, “Whatever you have learned (from books)
forget it! We do things totally different”. And it was true… very true.
So do you enjoy not working so much now or are you saying that you were happiest when you
were working the most?
Looking back, I often wonder how on earth I did it! Could I do it now? Probably not due to my age being
against me. Would I like to do it? Yes, I think I would. But whether I would have the energy to actually do
it… I’m not sure.
Looking back, do you have any regrets?
No, I can’t say that I do. It’s been good. I’ve been in the right place at the right time. I can’t complain but
getting old isn’t fun I can tell you. Life has been good. You have to get on with what you’re given.

Did you like being a Dad or is Grandad better?
Well, when I started with Louise and Nicky…. Louise was 8 and Nicky was 11. It was a wake up call! Blimey what have I done! But yes it was fine. We got on well and it’s been good. Louise is coming up for 60.
(Trish: You’re a great-grandad now?) Yes - but I haven’t met her yet. One time I remember when Nicky
had Sarah, she lived up North and so she wanted to come home but couldn’t afford it. I thought it was fine.
So Louise and I went and took the car up there. The idea being to stay up there overnight and come back
(Continued on page 12)
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in the morning. But we decided we won’t do that, we’d load up the car and Sarah would fit in a box, basically… half in the boot and half out… surrounded by whatever… and we took her home. She was living
with us for 5 years. But I used to get told off by Nicky because it is one thing with grandkids and one thing
with your own children … you know, you can do more fun things you like with your grandchildren … you
can pass them back. Sarah and I used to do silly things and we used to enjoy it. It was great,
And how did you and Rhona meet?
From work. Going back to the ‘70s I was working for Ronson’s products and that’s how we met. I was repairing lighters that people would send in and Rhona was in administration.
Finally to end, what part does faith play in the life you lead? Would you be able to share a little with
the Pulse readers?
My father fought in the Second World War and sometimes after he had had a drink he used to tell me
some of the stories about what he had experienced during the war and about the things that he had witnessed. It was the same for many young men then. The things they had seen and the terrible suffering
made it difficult to reconcile with their belief in God. It was very hard for him. I don’t think you ever fully recover from those types of things.
Even so I was made to go to Sunday School every Sunday anyway.
Moving forward I remember when we lived in Aldershot, one thing I used to love was Sunday when Rhona
used to go to church and I used to get the papers, sit down, put the radio on, have a coffee and read the
papers. I would go to Easter and Christmas services. I also used to be the one who wound the clock up at
church and I’ve worked in churches in England. So I’ve always been around churches for repairs and
things like that. But I think coming out here as Rhona wouldn’t drive I used to take her to church and it all
really started from there. I have always believed. I can’t say that I’ve had the prickle at the back of the
head… or a lightning moment… I can’t say I’ve had one of those. I’m still waiting for this lightning moment.
Jules has had one of those and other people. I’m just waiting at the bus stop wondering. (Trish: I always
think that would be very cool to have one of those). Yeh… I’m just waiting at the bus stop - it might happen
one day.
Well thank you so much Lester. It has been a great privilege to discover a little more about your
story. A great pleasure indeed!
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The Safe Space
Have you recently lost someone you love? Are you
feeling isolated or anxious? Does the world seem
overwhelming and scary since the pandemic? Is
your mental well-being languishing or your selfesteem low? Then perhaps it would be beneficial
to spend an hour in the "Safe Space".
The Safe Space is an informal Christian counselling setting where you can receive one-to-one confidential on-line space to explore your feelings.

To book an appointment:
email Trish: trishmariawilson@gmail.com or phone: 0030 6986644271

https://sites.google.com/view/trish-wilson-christian-counsel/home

Cartoons

(with thanks to Reverendfun.com)
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Links
https://
europe.anglican.org/
prayer-diary/prayerdiary

WHAT’S ON at HTC

https://www.icsuk.org/Pages/
Category/prayer-diary

Keep up to date with what’s on at
Holy Trinity Corfu
by visiting our website calendar.
http://holytrinitycorfu.bravesites.com/whats-on

http://
www.theagiot.com/

OR

https://
enimerosi.com/en

https://
www.facebook.com/
groups/CorfuForum/?
ref=group_header

We always welcome contributions to our publications; however, we will not publish any material which
infringes copyright. When sending in items for inclusion please state your source and the name of the
author.
We are happy to accept prayer requests for inclusion in Pulse or in the morning service. If you are requesting prayer for someone other than yourself please make sure you have their permission to be
mentioned publicly.
Please remember the submission deadline for PULSE is 25th of each month. Articles, news, information etc. received after this time may not be included and will be carried over to the next edition if
appropriate. Thank you.
Editorial: htccorfupulse@gmail.com
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